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Adobe InDesign CS5 RevealedDelmar Cengage Learning, 2010

	Welcome to Adobe InDesign CS5—Revealed. Th is book off ers creative
	projects, concise instructions, and complete coverage of basic to advanced
	InDesign skills, helping you to create polished, professional-looking layouts.
	Use this book both in the classroom and as your own reference guide.


	Graphic design professionals...
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Software Abstractions : Logic, Language, and AnalysisMIT Press, 2006
Software is built on abstractions. Pick the right ones, and programming
will flow naturally from design; modules will have small and simple interfaces;
and new functionality will more likely fit in without extensive
reorganization. Pick the wrong ones, and programming will be a series
of nasty surprises: interfaces will become...
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Lessons in Grid Computing: The System Is a MirrorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Praise for Lessons in Grid Computing: The System Is a Mirror
    

    "You should not overlook the potential genius in this concept."
    —Geoffrey Moore, consultant and author, Dealing with Darwin    

    "Since he first identified 'information systems as mirrors of...
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Computer Vision and Applications: A Guide for Students and Practitioners (With CD-ROM)Academic Press, 2000
Computer Vision and Applications, Concise Edition, offers a fresh approach to computer vision by regarding the whole process from image formation to measuring, recognition, or reacting as an integral process. Computer vision is understood as the host of techniques used to acquire, process, analyze, and understand complex,...
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Hypercomputation: Computing Beyond the Church-Turing Barrier (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Hypercomputation is a relatively new theory of computation that is about computing methods and devices that transcend the so-called Church-Turing thesis. This book will provide a thorough description of the field of hypercomputation covering all attempts at devising conceptual hypermachines and all new promising computational paradigms that may...
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Mathematica® in Action: Problem Solving Through Visualization and ComputationSpringer, 2010

	In this third edition of Mathematica in Action, award-winning author Stan Wagon guides beginner and veteran users alike through Mathematica's powerful tools for mathematical exploration.  The transition to Mathematica 7 is made smooth with plenty of examples and case studies that utilize Mathematica's newest tools, such as...
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Introduction to Data Analysis and Graphical Presentation in Biostatistics with R: Statistics in the Large (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	Through real-world datasets, this book shows the reader how to work with material in biostatistics using the open source software R. These include tools that are critical to dealing with missing data, which is a pressing scientific issue for those engaged in biostatistics. Readers will be equipped to run analyses and make graphical...
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Intelligent Computer Graphics 2011 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011


	Intelligent techniques are used since several years in various research areas using

	computer programs. The purpose of using intelligent techniques is generally to optimise

	the processing time, to find more accurate solutions, for a lot of problems,

	than with traditional methods, or simply to find solutions in problems where...
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Learning in Embedded Systems (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 1993

	Learning to perform complex action strategies is an important problem in the fields of artificial intelligence, robotics, and machine learning. Filled with interesting new experimental results, Learning in Embedded Systems explores algorithms that learn efficiently from trial-and error experience with an external world. It is the first...
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Dressed Photons: Concepts of Light-Matter Fusion Technology (Nano-Optics and Nanophotonics)Springer, 2013

	Authored by the developer of dressed photon science and technology as well as nanophotonics, this book outlines concepts of the subject using a novel theoretical framework that differs from conventional wave optics. It provides a quantum theoretical description of optical near fields and related problems that puts matter excitation such as...
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Mastering Adobe Captivate 8Packt Publishing, 2015

	Create responsive demonstrations, simulations, and quizzes for multiscreen delivery with Adobe Captivate


	About This Book

	
		An advanced tutorial that teaches you to build several Captivate projects including a demonstration of an interactive simulation, a SCORM-compliant quiz, and a responsive project

...
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Collecting Nature (Collecting Histories)Cambridge University Press, 2014

	Nature can be collected in many forms and shapes: live animals have been locked up in cages, displayed in zoos and menageries, and their hides and dried body parts were used as part of the set-up in galleries and studies. Plants from far-away countries have been cultivated in botanical gardens and in hothouses. Even the depiction of medicinal...
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